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LABOUR (DOMESTIC SERVANTS) RULES

Citation.

1. These Rules may be cited as the Labour (Domestic Servants) Rules.

Interpretation.

2. For the purpose of the application of these provisions to domestic servants, the expression “worker” shall be deemed to include “domestic servant”.

Application of certain Chapters and Sections of the Labour Act to domestic servant.

3. The following provisions of the Labour Act shall apply to all domestic servants —

   Chapter I (the whole), Chapter II (the whole), Chapter III (the whole), Chapter IV (the whole), Chapter V (the whole), Chapter VIII (the whole), Chapter IX (the whole), Sections 60, 65, 66 and 68, Chapter XII (the whole), Sections 101, 102, 108 to 119 inclusive and 120 (excluding subsection (d)), Chapter XV (the whole), and Chapter XVI (the whole).